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With the lifting of lockdowns in China last spring, shoppers flocked to stores, snapping up luxury goods with 
abandon. The result of pent-up demand, the trend has been dubbed “revenge shopping.” As shoppers made up for 
lost time, the retail industry looked on with glee. 

With COVID-19 restrictions lifting and vaccines rolling out around the world, revenge travel, a riff on the same 
concept, is poised to be unleashed. After a year of domestic drudge, who among us hasn’t fantasized about sipping a 
tropical cocktail on a golden sweep of sand? According to industry experts, we’re set to see an unprecedented 
amount of travel as soon as we’re allowed to do more than fantasize about it. 

“When people are deprived of certain freedoms and forms of pleasure, they’ll try to find it elsewhere. Last summer, 
we saw more people willing to spurge as their regular outlets were being deprived,” says James Jackson, president 
of Tourism Jasper. “We saw it particularly with dining and accommodations. We couldn’t keep cabins on the shelf. 
They were in such high demand versus your standard hotel room.” 

While we don’t know for certain if non-essential travel will be encouraged in 2021, you can’t deny the suppressed 
demand. Recent surveys by both Twitter and DCI, a travel public relations firm, reveal Canadians will prioritize 
spending money on travel post-pandemic – ahead of clothing, cars and smartphones. 

It’s understandable. The loss of recent travel plans, the inability to reunite with loved ones and the monotony of 
sheltering in place are but a few of the frustrations set to ignite a travel boom. Additionally, few of us spent 
disposable income on vacations in the past year. With vacation budgets sitting unused, luxury add-ons have become 
more tempting. These small extravagances are a hallmark of revenge travel. 

Not every night is going to be a celebratory one when you’re on a multi-day vacation, but last summer, Mike Day, 
owner of Evil Dave’s Grill and Tekarra Restaurant in Jasper, Alta., found regional tourists treated every night as an 
occasion. “We’ve never had higher Champagne sales,” he says. “We sold more than a year’s worth in two months. 
We were way off in our projections for high-end wine and red meat.”




